We demonstrate on the example of the dc+ac driven overdamped Frenkel-Kontorova model that an easily calculable measure of complexity can be used for the examination of Shapiro steps in presence of thermal noise. In real systems, thermal noise causes melting or even disappearance of Shapiro steps, which makes their analysis in the standard way from the response function difficult. Unlike in the conventional approach, here, by calculating the Kolmogorov complexity of certain areas in the response function we were able to detect Shapiro steps, measure their size with desired precision and examine their temperature dependence. The aim of this work is to provide scientists, particularly experimentalists, an unconventional but a practical and easy tool for examination of Shapiro steps in real systems.
It is well known that dynamical systems with competing frequencies can exhibit some form of frequency locking and Shapiro steps. Since their discovery in Josephson junctions, Shapiro steps have been widely studied phenomenon in all kinds of nonlinear systems from charge density waves [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , and Josephson junctions [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] to colloidal systems [11, 12] and superconducting nanowires [13] [14] [15] . However, in experiments these systems are exposed to various environmental effects among which certainly the most significant is the noise. Noise greatly affects mode locking by melting and changing properties of Shapiro steps such as their amplitude [16, 17] and frequency dependence [17, 18] . It is, therefore, very difficult or even impossible to detect, measure or control them, and often, different methods have to be developed in order to address this problem. In charge density wave systems and Josephson junctions, for example, instead of current-voltage characteristics, where steps are hardly visible due to noise, differential resistance is used for their analysis [4] [5] [6] . On the other hand, Shapiro steps as a phenomenon posses great potential for technological applications which require an understanding of their dynamics in the microscopic level and control of their behavior in real systems.
In the meanwhile, in the theory of nonlinear dynamical systems an interesting and easily applicable tool known as complexity measure or Kolmogorov complexity (KC) [19, 20] has been proposed. Today it is closely related to the information theory [19] [20] [21] [22] , and applied in many other fields such as hydrology [23] , climatology [24, 25] , etc. The complexity measure represents a useful quantity, which characterizes spatiotemporal patterns and provides fine measure of order, i.e., periodic motion and chaotic behavior. Nonlinear systems, which exhibit Shapiro steps, besides the quasiperiodic and periodic motion can also exhibit a transition to chaos. It is, therefore, naturally to ask whether a complexity measure could be a convenient tool for the studies of Shapiro steps.
In this Letter we will apply on the studies of Shapiro steps a method very different from the conventional ones, the Kolmogorov complexity. In particular, we will consider the dc+ac driven overdamped Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model with deformable substrate potential in the presence of noise. The standard FK model represents a chain of harmonically interacting identical particles subjected to sinusoidal substrate potential [26, 27] . It can describes various commensurate and incommensurate structures, which exhibit very rich dynamics under external forces. When external dc and ac forces are applied, the mode locking appears due to resonance between the frequency of particle motion over the substrate potential and the frequency of the external ac force [27] [28] [29] [30] . This effect is characterized as a staircase of resonant steps, i.e., Shapiro steps in the plot of average velocity as a function of average driving forcev(F ). The steps are called harmonic if the locking appears at integer values of ac frequencies or subharmonic if it appears at noninteger rational ones. Although it was successful in describing harmonic steps, the standard FK model can not be used for modeling phenomena related to subharmonic steps [27] . Namely, subharmonic steps do not exist in the commensurate structure with integer value of winding number while for the noninteger values their size is too small, which makes their analysis very difficult. However, generalization of the FK model by using some form of deformable substrate potential provides a good framework for studies of subharmonic mode locking [27, 31, 32] .
If noise is present in the system, at certain temperature, the response functionv(F ) will be substantially affected. All steps will start melting, and while some will be more robust, the others might disappear completely [16, 17, 27] , so, it is often hard to get any information about resonances just from the observation of response functionv(F ). We will further introduce a method, which can overcome that difficulty, and by using KC, examine in detail Shapiro steps in the presence of noise.
We consider the dynamics of coupled harmonic oscillators u l , subjected to asymmetric deformable substrate potential [33] :
where K is the pinning strength and r is deformation parameter (−1 < r < 1). By changing r, the potential can be tuned in a very fine way, from the simple sinusoidal one for r = 0 and to a deformable one for 0 < |r| < 1. The system is driven by dc and ac forces, F (t) = F dc + F ac cos(2πν 0 t), where F ac and ν 0 are amplitude and frequency of ac force, which leads to the system of equations of motion:
where l = 1, ..., N , and N is the number of particles, and u N +1 = u 1 . The noise term is chosen as Gaussian white noise, which satisfies
When the system is driven by a periodic force, the competition between the frequency ν 0 of the external periodic (ac) force and the characteristic frequency of the particle motion over the periodic substrate potential driven by the average forceF = F dc results in the appearance of dynamical mode locking. The solution of the system (2) is called resonant if average velocityv satisfies the relation [34] 
where i, m, n, p are integers. The first level terms, which involve only i, represent harmonic steps, while the other terms describe subharmonic steps. The system of equations (2) has been numerically integrated using periodic boundary conditions for the commensurate structure ω = 1 2 with two particles per potential well. The time step used in the simulations was 0.001τ , and a time interval of 100τ was used as a relaxation time to allow the system to reach the steady state [16, 17] . The dc force was varied with steps 10 . Before we focus on the Shapiro steps, let us shortly introduce the Kolmogorov complexity. In general, the KC of a finite object is defined as the length of the shortest effective binary description of that object. In other words, if we have some sequence of the length n, then the measure of complexity, c(n), of that sequence is the number of patterns or parts required to reproduce that sequence. Calculation of c(n) is performed by Lempel-Ziv algorithm (detailed explanation can be found in [20, 21, 23] ).
If we have some sequence (x 1 , ..., x n ) of zeros and ones, the algorithm which determines the patterns, which form this sequence, consists of the following steps: (1) for a given sequence of zeros and ones, the first digit is always the first pattern; (2) define the sequence S = x 1 , ..., x k ·, which contains the first pattern and grows until the whole sequence is analyzed; (3) in order to check whether the rest of sequence (x k+1 , ..., x n ) can be reconstructed by simple copying (or whether one has to insert new digits), define sequence Q ≡ x k+1 by adding a new digit; (4) define sequence SQ by adding S and Q; (5) 
For an illustration let us consider the binary sequence 11010001. The first digit is the first pattern R = 1·. Since the first two digit are both 1, we have that S = 1, Q = 1, which leads to SQ = 11 and SQπ = 1. In the following step we ask whether Q is contained in the vocabulary V (SQπ). Since Q = 1 is part of SQπ = 1, we add the third digit to Q so that Q = 10, while S = 1 and repeat the procedure. The algorithm can be written as:
According to Lempel-Ziv algorithm the above sequence can be written as 1·10·100·01. The measure of complexity c(n) is simply the number of parts separated by dots, i.e., the pattern counter, which in this case is c = 4.
In our analysis of Shapiro steps we will further use the normalized measure of complexity given as [20, 21] :
where b(n) = n log 2 n represents the asymptotic value of c(n) [21] .
According to the above equation, the value of KC for the binary sequence 11010001 would therefore be C K = 1.5. However, the given sequence is too short, n = 8, and consequently, the obtained result for C K is not relevant. Since the precision of this method strongly depends on n [21] , all calculations of the Shapiro steps complexity in this work were performed on sequences of size n > 1000.
Influence of temperature on the response function v(F dc ) is presented in Fig. 1 . The presence of thermal noise causes melting of Shapiro steps, which become more and more rounded as the temperature increases as can be seen in Fig. 1(a) ; meanwhile the critical depinning force decreases [16, 17, 27] . At very high temperature the pinning potential has no influence and the system becomes the system of free particles [16, 27] . At T = 0, the step can be analyzed easily, however, if T = 0, just a simple task such as measuring the step size can not be done accurately enough since it is impossible to determine exactly at which value of F dc the step begins or ends. In conventional approach, some criterion needs to be always introduced in order to determine the beginning and the end of each step. In our previous works we considered the system to be on the step if the changes ofv(F ) are less than 0.1% [16] [17] [18] . When steps are large and the temperature is low this does not represent a difficulty. However, for smaller subharmonic steps or at the higher temperature the error could be the order of step or the order of the fluctuations of resonant valuev(T = 0) around v(T = 0), which makes analysis of subharmonic steps challenging.
From Fig. 1(b) at T = 0 it is evident that the function v(F dc ) oscillates around the valuev = 0.25, which corresponds to the position of first harmonic step at T = 0. In order to calculate C K , we need to transform the values for average velocity into a corresponding binary string. To achieve this we define:
wherev i corresponds to values of average force taken with step δF dc . Then we prescribe values 0 or 1 to particular
Using binary sequences obtained in this way, starting from the mid point of step at T = 0 in Fig. 1(b) , we calculate the KC for sequences with increasing number of terms n. The output from these calculations are shown in Fig. 2 for two different values of temperature. As we can see in Fig. 2(a) , the existence of the Shapiro step is obvious, i.e., the Kolmogorov complexity C K determines the range of parameter n for which C K ≥ 1. Therefore, we define a criterion that when C K becomes less than 1, the system is no longer on the step, i.e., locked. Following this, we can determine very accurately the step width. If dc force was varied with some step δF dc , then the steps width can be determined as
where n max is the maximal value of n for which C K ≥ 1. The set of parameters in Fig. 2 was chosen in such manner that the first halfinteger is larger than the first harmonic step at T = 0. If the temperature is increased, the steps are melting further as can be seen in Fig. 2(b) .
Here, C K clearly shows not only the size of steps but it also reveals their robustness: harmonic step is more robust under the influence of noise, which is in agreement with [17] . If we increase n ten times by decreasing the force step to δF dc = 10
, we can see in Fig. 3 that the results remain unchanged compared to the results in Fig. 2(a) . The length of sequence n is essential for the precision of C K , and it is determined by the resolution (δF dc ) in which plots forv(F dc ) are produced. Thus, depending on the size of steps and how precisely we want to measure them, the resolution in which steps are obtained should be adjusted accordingly. In our case, we can see that the resolution, which corresponds to δF dc = 10
, already provides reasonable results for large harmonic or halfintiger steps. Detection and measurement of higher order subharmonic steps, which are typically very small requires much higher resolution, i.e., larger n. In our calculation of C K , we started always from the midpoint of the steps as it was shown in Fig. 1(b) since they melt symmetrically on the both sides, but in general, any point on the step can be chosen as the starting point, and by the expansion of n, the edges of each step can be precisely determined.
Finally, we use KC to examine the temperature dependence of Shapiro steps. In Fig. 4 , the temperature dependence of the first harmonic and halfinteger step is presented. The results clearly show that though the halfinteger step melts much faster, there is still a region of temperature for which halfinteger step is larger than harmonic one, which is again in very good agreement with the results of temperature dependence obtain in conventional way [17] . In this work we applied Kolmogorov complexity on the studies of Shapiro steps in the presence of thermal noise. Conventional analysis of steps from the response function requires some consistent criteria of measure. However, this leads to larger errors in the case of smaller steps or higher temperatures. In contrast, using KC, we were able to detect and measure steps very precisely regardless of the system parameters. Though, we presented results for only harmonic and halfinteger steps, this technique could be also easily applied on the studies of even smallest subharmonic steps. It is important to note that this technique is also the model independent, and since it depends only on the output data it could be equally well used for experimental and theoretical investigation of Shapiro steps in any system. Shapiro steps as a phenomenon have wide applications from technological to scientific, and Kolmogorov complexity could be a practical tool for scientists in those fields. To illustrate that, let us look at the recent studies that attracted great attention: application of Josephson junctions in detection of Majorana fermions [35] [36] [37] . In Ref. [37] , it was shown that the current-voltage characteristics exhibits subharmonic odd Shapiro steps, where particular sequence of subharmonic steps in the devil's staircase structure represents a signature of the Majorana states. Thus, detection of Majorana fermions requires very precise observation and measurement of subharmonic Shapiro steps, which in experiments could be a real problem due to noise (all analysis in Ref. [37] were performed at the zero temperature). We believe that application of KC could help in the solution of this and similar problems. We have been focused here only on Shapiro steps in the presence of thermal effects, but KC could be used for studies of other effects among which certainly interesting is the chaos [9, 38] . Application of Kolmogorov complexity on the studies of chaotic behavior in systems which exhibit Shapiro steps are part of our future studies and will be published separately.
